HOW TO

Words: CORY CARSTON
WITH AN ENTHUSIASTIC SPLASH, KIERA
LEAPT INTO THE POND and brought us
back the last duck for the 2019 season.
My son Jake and I had been hunting a
very reasonable-sized and very deep
dairy farm pond on the last morning of
the Southland duck season. We’d hunted
this place three times already and had
shot a pretty respectable number of
birds off it, so I was quite surprised
when the farmer contacted us to say
there were 20-odd ducks back using it!
I had a pretty good puddle hunt lined
up for that evening with a mate and was
only expecting 10 or so ducks at the
most for the morning’s hunt; we were
both pleasantly surprised that by 9am
on that cold, bleak, drizzly morning,
we doubled our estimated total and
ended up with our 20-duck limit. It
wasn’t that we saw many ducks either;
it was just that the good ducky weather
was making them fly, and when they
came over the pond, they obviously
liked what they saw and decoyed
spectacularly. The furthest duck we shot
at was no more than 15 metres away.

DECOY LAYOUT
Our simple decoy spread for the morning
comprised of 12 floaters we placed in
front of our layout blinds and 12 fullbody field decoys positioned along a
shallow edge where on previous scouting
trips we’d observed ducks sitting. The
way we put out the floaters couldn’t have
been any easier.
As the pond was well over wader depth,
we had to throw all the floaters out. Of the
dozen decoys, we placed two pairs close
to the bank as if they were swimming
towards the full bodies resting on the
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shore. Another pair was placed upwind of
our blinds simulating an early breeding
pair that was trying to get away from the
crowd. The remaining six were directly
in front of us in the middle of the pond.
They were supposed to look like a small
mob that had just landed. Also, with them
being out in the middle, they were the
main attractants as they were visible; that
was where we hoped any decoying ducks
would try to land – which indeed they did.
The rest of the spread was more there
to convey that things below looked safe.
These other decoys could only be seen as
the ducks got close to us with the central
water decoys being the most critical to
our success in decoying ducks.
The two things I’ve noticed where
most hunters fail when placing out their
decoys is underthinking what they’re
doing and haphazardly chucking them out
with a she’ll-be-right attitude, and at the
other end of the scale, overthinking and
complicating their spread making things
far too hard and confusing for both the
hunters and their prey.

A WINNING SPREAD
I’ve met plenty of hunters who proudly
tell me about their killer decoy set-up.
Most, in fact, use the exact same set-up
year after year. A guy once told me they’d
stumbled upon their killer spread one
day in a westerly gale; they’d placed their
spread out like they had numerous times
before and had a good hunt bagging a
few passing birds. All of a sudden, the
wind changed to the north and moved
a lot of the decoys around. While they
were scrambling to reset the spread,
ducks arrived and, liking what they saw,
decoyed with reckless abandon – by the
end of the day, they’d had their best hunt

ever in this particular spot.
The next time they went out, they set the
exact same spread and sat back expecting
ducks to decoy like crazy … but they didn’t.
On the next outing, they set the same
spread with the same result; every other
time they went out, they did exactly the
same thing and more or less ended up with
very few ducks. The reason why it worked
the first time was due to the wind making
the spread look like ducks would be doing
at that particular time. To put it quite it
simply, they looked realistic and natural.

With eyesight close to
that of a good pair of
binoculars, a sixth sense
and being a naturally
wary bird, anything out
of place – even if we don’t
think it’s out of place –
can look pretty obvious
to a circling mallard.
THE KEY TO A MALLARD’S
SURVIVAL
At the end of the day, ducks really are a
pretty simple creature – their needs are
relatively few. They obviously need food,
and to go along with that, grit to help
digest their food. At times, they require
shelter and a safe spot to go about their
day which includes sleeping, resting in
the sun and preening. One important
thing they can’t live without is water; if
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KEY:
		DECOYS
		 LANDING ZONES
ABOVE FROM TOP LEFT: SIMPLE DECOY SETUPS. GOOD
OPEN-WATER ZONES FOR LANDING. THE DECOYS ARE USED
TO POSITION DECOYING DUCKS INTO OPTIMAL RANGE. NOTE
ON THE PHOTO DIRECTLY ABOVE WHERE REAL DUCKS ARE
SITTING ON THE WATER. (Photos: Erin Garrick)
BELOW: KEIRA AND CORY WITH THE BAG FROM THE
MORNING'S HUNT DESCRIBED AT START OF THE ARTICLE.
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The most important
thing I do when setting
a spread is to give them
more room to land than
they actually need –
WIND

even though I never
actually let them land.
KEY:
		 WIND DIRECTION
		DECOYS
		 LANDING ZONES

you watch ducks closely, they’re always
sipping water if it’s available.
Ducks only have a very small brain
in comparison to their heads but have
massive eyes. Once the skin is off a duck’s
head, it becomes apparent how big their
eyes actually are. We only see a small
fraction of them as they’re buried under a
layer of feathers. A bird’s eye can make up
to one third of the total weight of its head!
With eyesight close to that of a good
pair of binoculars, a sixth sense and
being a naturally wary bird, anything out
of place – even if we don’t think it’s out
of place – can look pretty obvious to a
circling mallard. Throw in the facts that
they can identify colours 10 times better
than us, and after every interaction with
hunters, they become more hunter savvy
… it’s a wonder we shoot as many ducks
as we do. The long and short of it is, it’s
not their brains but their eyes that are the
key to a mallard’s survival.

TACTICS
Some hunters use decoys to attract ducks
to get them in range for a shot; sometimes,
through necessity and location, this is
often all they can hope to do. Hunters who
can use their decoys better not only use
them to attract ducks into range but draw
them in so they land or are about to land.
These hunters have the benefit of being
able to fire at multiple birds at a much
closer range. They also have less chance of
crippling them. They can use smaller shot
sizes with a higher pellet count and can
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position the ducks to get a much better
killing shot.
Over the years, I’ve tried numerous
styles and types of decoy spreads
including hooks, Js, blobs, pipes, lines and
Cs – and all have worked, to a degree, at
times. Some, however, require fewer or
more decoys, and it’s the same with time
– some complicated spreads can take all
morning to construct and can only work
or be used in certain situations.
The good waterfowler who has spent
time – lots of time – in the field usually
knows when and what to use, and if
nothing’s happening, they can either
change things quickly or adapt by moving
decoys … sometimes leaving decoys as
they are and repositioning themselves.
The best advice for a hunter wanting to
use decoys more effectively is to spend
lots of time in the field hunting.
The most avid duck hunters also seem
to be the best decoy-spread fiddlers or
movers. These hunters are easy to spot –
after each opportunity, if ducks haven’t
committed 100%, they’ll be out of the
blind straight away changing or moving
something. Often a true ‘decoy moveaholic’ will be observed moving just one
decoy and often that one decoy can get
moved numerous times.

SPREADS
In this article, I’m talking about decoying
ducks to water with a primary focus on
ponds, but if you’re decoying big water,
you can also use some of the same

spreads and ideas.
When I place my decoys out, I’m a
big believer in the KISS principle: ‘keep
it simple stupid’. Why? Over the years,
I’ve placed out some massive spreads
using in excess of 200 decoys and have
found that your spread is only as good
as your worst decoy. Furthermore, if
you have more decoys, often the spread
looks unnaturally cluttered, and more
importantly, decoying ducks don’t have
the space they need to come in.
We’ve all watched mallards doing
some spectacular acts of flying. When
they really want to get into a place,
no matter how tight it is, there can be
no stopping them; but at other times,
despite the fact they may be living or
feeding on a pond, they’ll not decoy as
wings are pretty delicate things and they
need room to manoeuvre.
Big spreads can be scattered further
apart and often tend to exceed good,
effective shotgun-pellet range. If you place
your furthest decoy 40 metres from the
blind and the ducks land on the other side
of it, your first and closest shots are going
to be 40 metres plus, and the subsequent
follow-up shots are going to be well past
that. We should all be aware the farther
ducks are away from us, the greater chance
we have of wounding them and are a lot
less likely to recover them.
Over the years, I’ve tried all manner of
different types of spreads but most times
fall back on my tried-and-true sets, albeit
with a reasonable amount of variation.
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PHOTOS: I'VE USED DECOYS TO BLOCK GAPS AND TRY TO MAKE THE DUCKS LAND WHERE I WANT THEM TO INSTEAD OF LANDING
WHERE THEY LIKE. NOTE THE ARROWS OF PREVAILING WIND DIRECTION. Photos: Erin Garrick
Replicating what you saw last time
sounds great, but often this isn’t
practical or even doable with deep
water, currents or having to place them
outside of effective shotgun range.
Throw a different wind direction into the
mix and it becomes even harder.
I tend to look at what real ducks would
be doing at that time of the day, making
them as visible as possible and thinking
about how to get the birds to decoy
where I want them to. This is the most
important thing as we should be aiming
to get the best possible shot with the
lowest chance of crippling one.
The most important thing I do when
setting a spread is to give them more room
to land than they actually need – even
though I never actually let them land. Why?
Because ducks can be lazy, especially when
there’s an abundant food supply around
and other ponds or places they can go. Why
would they make it hard for themselves
if they don’t have too? If a duck can land
easily, this helps them commit sooner with
less time circling. The less time they spend
doing laps in the air means less chance of
them spotting you, or hunting neighbours
disturbing them with their own shots.
I admit I like ducks close and will
quite happily not fire if I judge them
to be borderline shots. I do, however,
have the luxury of some good spots to
hunt, and as I get out a hell of a lot, I get
plenty of opportunities, so I can afford
to pass up on some shots – I realise not
all hunters can do this.

POND HUNTING
When pond hunting, my go-to set is a
basic cluster of decoys directly in front
of where my blinds are positioned. I do
this for two reasons.
Firstly, I’m normally always upwind
of the decoys, so if it’s windy, I place
them in the most sheltered spots as
ducks would normally be sitting in these
conditions. Also, I take the sun into
consideration as it’s much better to have
the sun behind you creating shadows,
reducing shine of faces, etc., and it’s
far easier to shoot when the sun isn’t
beaming in your eyes.
Secondly, I like to have decoys close
to me as ducks are really good at picking
up where sound originates from. I find
with close decoys, I can work the birds a
lot closer to me as well. If you have ducks
circling with your closest decoys 30 metres
away and you’re calling, they can be
looking for other ducks around where the
calls are coming from. When they don’t see
them, this can make them warier, meaning
it’ll take more passes before they commit to
landing. Yes, you may get passing shots, but
that, in my mind, isn’t decoying – it’s pass
shooting … decoying a duck, to me, means
feet down, fully committed.
If you study the accompanying photos,
you’ll have a visual idea on what I do and
what I’m trying to explain. Obviously,
I’m not going to mark 100 decoys on the
water, so you’ll need to visualise a fair
bit and use your imagination, but you
should get my point.

One thing to always bear in mind is
ducks are wild animals and sometimes
no matter how good and expensive your
decoys are and how well you think you’ve
placed them, often things just don’t go
to plan. But always remember, there are
no bad hunts if you can walk away with
some birds and have learnt something
that’ll help you along the track.
Hopefully, you’ve gained a good bit of
information here that may help you get
those ducks to decoy.
Enjoy the up-coming season.

The good waterfowler
who has spent time –
lots of time – in the field
usually knows when
and what to use, and if
nothing’s happening,
they can either change
things quickly or adapt
by moving decoys …
sometimes leaving
decoys as they are
and repositioning
themselves.
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